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JANUARY

A New Romantic Suspense Series
with a Legal Thriller Twist
yy Deadly Proof won the 2018 FHL Reader’s Choice Award
for Romantic Suspense
yy Dylan’s Atlanta Justice series established her as a bestselling romantic suspense author on the rise
yy “Dylan skillfully combines exciting legal suspense and
subtle romance that will satisfy inspirational thriller
fans.”—Publishers Weekly on Breach of Trust

W

hen elite members of the military are murdered on the streets of
Washington, DC, FBI Special Agent Bailey Ryan and NCIS Special
Agent Marco Agostini must work together to bring the perpetrator to justice. Unfortunately, all evidence points to a Navy SEAL sniper whom Bailey
refuses to believe is guilty.
When Bailey and Marco start to connect the dots between the victims,
including a link to a powerful defense contractor, they wonder if there’s a
deeper cover-up at play. Then Bailey is targeted, and it becomes clear that
someone is willing to kill to keep their dark secrets.
With the stakes getting higher by the moment in a twisted conspiracy,
there’s a rush against the clock to determine whom they can really trust.
As allies turn to enemies, the biggest secret yet to be uncovered could be
the end of all of them.

End Game

Capital Intrigue #1 of 3

Rachel Dylan

9 780764 234309

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 7
$15.99
978-0-7642-3430-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rachel Dylan was a litigator
in one of the nation’s most elite
law firms for over eight years
and now works as an attorney at one of the Big Three automobile manufacturers. She is
the author of the Atlanta Justice
series and a number of Love
Inspired Suspense novels and
© ErikaAitkenPhotography
lives near Detroit, Michigan,
with her husband. She is active on social media, and
you can visit her website at www.racheldylan.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Atlanta Justice
1 Deadly Proof
978-0-7642-1980-1
2 Lone Witness
978-0-7642-1981-8
3 Breach of Trust
978-0-7642-1982-5

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JANUARY

PRAISE FOR
TRACIE PETERSON AND
KIMBERLEY WOODHOUSE
Out of the Ashes
“Filled with touching and sometimes raw moments, this inspirational romance will draw readers
in.”—RT Book Reviews
“Peterson and Woodhouse welcome readers back to Alaska’s Curry
Hotel, where hearts are mended and
souls find peace.”—Library Journal
In the Shadow of Denali
“This novel is a beautiful story that
takes place in the height of Alaska’s
renaissance.”—Christian Market
“Set in the early 1900s, this first
novel in the Heart of Alaska series
hosts a cast of genuine characters who
possess great strength and faith. The
Curry, Alaska, setting is captured in all
of its glory.”—RT Book Reviews
All Things Hidden
“A lot of story is packed into pages
filled with loving, fully researched detail.
The novel’s power lies in its deceptive
simplicity and clear narrative.”—Publishers Weekly starred review
“Full of unexpected twists and
beautiful scenery, All Things Hidden is
an engaging story against a beautiful
backdrop.”—RT Book Reviews Top Pick,
4½ stars
Beyond the Silence
“Not only is the reader privy to the
thoughts and emotions of the heroine, the
hero and his son, but the villain’s thoughts
are also heard. A nice page-turner with a
quite satisfying finale.”—RT Book Reviews
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JANUARY

Bestselling Author Duo Returns to Alaska
for Sweeping Historical Romance
yy Each book in the pair’s The
Heart of Alaska series made the
ECPA bestseller list
yy This new series will follow
the lives of three sisters in
the gold-rush era of Nome’s
founding
yy Out of the Ashes is a finalist for
the 2019 Spur Award for Western Romance

F

or Havyn Powell, growing up on her grandfather Chuck Bondrant’s dairy outside the 1904
gold-rush boomtown of Nome, Alaska, offered all she needed. She had the love of her
mother, two sisters, and grandfather. But now, at 23, Havyn realizes the stability of her life
may soon vanish. Havyn is determined to find a way to keep the family together, but her
grandfather’s health is declining and everyone seems to be holding secrets from each other,
including the handsome, dark-haired stranger who recently arrived.
John Roselli arrives in Nome looking for a steady, consistent job. He has grown tired of
the promises of getting rich quick and just wants an honest job with honest pay. His grandfather once knew a Chuck Bondrant, and so when John arrives at the dairy, he’s quickly
offered a job—and a path to more if he wants it.
Havyn’s plan for helping out the family means using her beautiful singing voice and her
sisters’ musical talent at a local roadhouse. They’re an immediate hit, and it looks like her plan
will be a success. But the spotlight brings with it dangerous eyes that covet Havyn and are
jealous as she and John grow ever closer. But will they realize the peril before it’s too late?

Forever
Hidden
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Tracie Peterson and Kimberley Woodhouse

9 780764 232480 9 780764 232497

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 7
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-3248-0
5½ x 8½
364 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$22.99
978-0-7642-3249-7

5½ x 8½
364 pages
Case Quantity: 20
Category: FICTION /
Christian / Romance /
Historical
FICTION / Christian /
Historical
FICTION / Romance /
Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-3655-6

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Tracie Peterson is the
award-winning author of over
100 novels, both historical
and contemporary. Her avid
research resonates in her many
bestselling series. Tracie and
her family make their home
near Missoula, Montana. Visit
www.traciepeterson.com to
© Lissa Barber Photography
learn more.
Kimberley Woodhouse is a
multi-published author and popular speaker and teacher who
has shared the theme of “Joy
Through Trials” with hundreds
of thousands of people across
the country. Kim is a pastor’s
wife and is passionate about
music and Bible study. She lives
and writes near Missoula, Montana. Visit
www.kimberleywoodhouse.com for more information.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Heart of Alaska
1 In the Shadow of Denali
978-0-7642-1923-8
2 Out of the Ashes
978-0-7642-1924-5
3 Under the Midnight Sun
978-0-7642-1925-2

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JANUARY

Acclaimed Author Offers Wonderful Blend
of Intrigue, Romance, and History
yy White’s look inside Room 40 gives a glimpse into the
deadly world of WWI spies and the heroes who fought
to stop them
yy A man without a future meets a woman who can’t
imagine tomorrow without him
yy “White proves again that she is a master.”—Booklist on
An Hour Unspent

A

ll of England thinks Phillip Camden a monster—a man who deliberately caused the deaths of his squadron. But as nurse Arabelle Denler
watches the so-dubbed “Black Heart” every day, she sees something far
different: a hurting man desperate for mercy. And when their paths twist
together and he declares himself her new protector, she realizes she has
her own role to play in his healing.
Phillip Camden would have preferred to die that day with his squadron
rather than be recruited to the Admiralty’s codebreaking division. The
threats he receives daily are no great surprise and, in his opinion, well
deserved. What comes as a shock is the reborn desire to truly live that
Arabelle inspires in him.
But when an old acquaintance shows up and seems set on using him in
a plot that has the codebreakers of Room 40 in a frenzy, new affections are
put to the test.

On Wings of Devotion
The Codebreakers #2 of 3

Roseanna M. White

9 780764 231827

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 7
$15.99
978-0-7642-3182-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
400 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Historical / 20th Century
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Roseanna M. White pens
her novels beneath her Betsy
Ross flag, with her Jane Austen
action figure watching over her.
When not writing fiction, she’s
homeschooling her two children,
editing and designing, and
pretending her house will clean
itself. Roseanna is the author of
16 novels, ranging from biblical
fiction to American-set romances to her new British
series. Roseanna lives with her family in West Virginia.
Learn more at www.roseannamwhite.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Codebreakers
1 The Number of Love
978-0-7642-3181-0

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

FEBRUARY

Powerful Contemporary Fiction from
an Acclaimed Author
yy Nelson’s debut was named a 2017 Foreword INDIES
Book of the Year and a Library Journal Best Book of 2017
yy A CBA bestselling author known for her page-turning
and thought-provoking women’s fiction
yy Will appeal to readers of Katie Ganshert, Katherine Reay,
and Rachel Hauck

O

ne night changes everything for three women. . . .
When Addison Killbourn’s husband is involved in a car accident that
leaves a woman dead, her perfectly constructed life crumbles apart. With
her husband’s memory of that night gone and the revelation of a potentially
life-altering secret, Addison has to reevaluate all she thought she knew.
Emilia Cruz is a deputy bearing a heavy burden far beyond the weight of
her job. Her husband is no longer the man she married, and Emilia’s determined to prevent others from facing the same hardship. When she’s called
to the scene of an accident pointing to everything she’s fighting against,
she’s determined to see justice for those wronged.
Brianne Demanno is hiding from reality. She was thriving as a counselor,
but when tragedy struck a beloved client, she lost faith in herself and
her purpose. When her neighbors, the Killbourns, are thrown into crisis,
Brianne’s solitary life is disrupted and she finds herself needed in a way
she hasn’t been in a while.
As the lives of these women intersect, they can no longer dwell in the
memory of who they’ve been. Can they rise from the wreck of the worst
moments of their lives to become who they were meant to be?

More Than We Remember
Christina Suzann Nelson

9 780764 235382

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 18
$15.99
978-0-7642-3538-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Contemporary
FICTION / Christian / General
FICTION / Women
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
CBA bestselling author
Christina Suzann Nelson
writes stories that focus on
changing legacies from dysfunction to hope. Her first novel,
If We Make It Home, was
named a Library Journal Best
Book of 2017 and a Foreword
INDIES 2017 Book of the Year.
© Katey Tryon
Christina is a part of Oregon
Christian Writers and a member of ACFW, where she
has served as the northwest zone director. She lives
in Oregon’s gorgeous Willamette Valley with her husband of 26 years and their children. Find her online at
www.christinasuzannnelson.com.v

shelf talker
978-0-7642-3658-7
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

FEBRUARY

Award–Winning Author’s Fantasy Saga
Races to a Rousing Conclusion
yy “Busse has crafted a well-written story with believable
characters and a compelling world with unique culture
and detail.”—WORLD Magazine on Mark of the Raven
yy This evocative fantasy series will appeal to fans of
Nadine Brandes, James Rubart, and Rachelle Dekker
yy Busse won the 2018 Carol Award for Speculative Fiction

L

ady Selene Ravenwood has come into her full power as a dreamwalker
just as the war with the Dominia Empire begins. Working with the other
Great Houses, Selene and Damien use their gifts to secure the borders and
save those devastated by the war. But conflict, betrayal, and hatred begin
to spread between the Great Houses, destroying their unity as the empire
burns a path across their lands. At the same time, Damien Maris starts
to lose his ability to raise the waters, leaving the lands vulnerable to the
empire’s attacks.
The only one who can unite the houses and restore her husband’s power
is Selene Ravenwood. But it will require that she open her heart to those
who have hurt her and let go of her past, despite the one who hunts her
and will do anything to stop her power.
Will Selene survive? Or is she destined to fall like the dreamwalkers
before her?

Cry of the Raven
The Ravenwood Saga #3 of 3

Morgan L. Busse

9 780764 232244

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 4
$15.99
978-0-7642-3224-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Fantasy
FICTION / Fantasy / Epic
FICTION / Fantasy / Historical
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Morgan L. Busse is the author
of the Follower of the Word series and the steampunk series
The Soul Chronicles, the second
book of which, Awakened,
won the 2018 Carol Award for
Speculative Fiction. During her
spare time she enjoys playing
games, taking long walks, and
© E.A. Creative Photography
dreaming about her next novel.
She and her family live in Fredericksburg, Virginia.
Visit her online at www.morganlbusse.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Ravenwood Saga
1 Mark of the Raven
978-0-7642-3222-0
2 Flight of the Raven
978-0-7642-3223-7

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

FEBRUARY

Christy Award–Winning Author Launches
New Historical Chicago Saga
yy Green has achieved bestselling sales and widespread
acclaim
yy “Green has created a masterpiece of literature with
beautiful imagery and vocabulary.”—Hope by the Book
on Between Two Shores
yy This sprawling exploration of Chicago’s fascinating
history begins with a look at the aftermath of the
Great Fire of 1871

M

eg and Sylvie Townsend manage the family bookshop and care for
their father, Stephen, a veteran still suffering in mind and spirit from
his time as a POW during the Civil War. But when the Great Fire sweeps
through Chicago’s business district, they lose much more than just their
store.
The sisters become separated from their father, and after Meg burns
her hands in an attempt to save a family heirloom, they make a harrowing
escape from the flames with the help of Chicago Tribune reporter Nate
Pierce. Once the smoke clears away, they reunite with Stephen, only to
learn soon after that their family friend not only died during the fire—he
was murdered. Even more shocking, Stephen is charged with the crime and
committed to the Cook County Insane Asylum.
Though homeless, injured, and suddenly unemployed, Meg must not
only gather the pieces of her shattered life, but prove her father’s innocence before the asylum truly drives him mad.

Veiled in Smoke
The Windy City Saga #1 of 3

Jocelyn Green

9 780764 233302

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 4
$15.99
978-0-7642-3330-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Religious
FICTION / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jocelyn Green inspires faith
and courage as the awardwinning and bestselling
author of numerous fiction and
nonfiction books, including The
Mark of the King, winner of
the 2017 Christy Award for
Historical Fiction; Wedded to
War; and The 5 Love Languages
© Double-Wide Design
Military Edition, which she
coauthored with bestselling author Dr. Gary Chapman.
Her books have received starred editorial reviews
from both Booklist and Publishers Weekly. She
graduated from Taylor University with a BA in English
and a concentration in writing. Jocelyn lives with her
husband and two children in Cedar Falls, Iowa. Visit
her at www.jocelyngreen.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Between Two Shores
978-0-7642-1908-5
A Refuge Assured
978-0-7642-1907-8
The Mark of the King
978-0-7642-1906-1

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

FEBRUARY

Mason’s Moving Historical Trilogy
Comes to a Riveting Close
yy “Laced with inspiration, Mason’s historical faith
romance is an uplifting read.”—Booklist starred review
on The Best of Intentions
yy Mason wraps up her early-1900s Toronto series with a
resonant tale of the power of family
yy “A tale readers will savor.”—Booklist on The Highest of
Hopes

Q

uinten Aspinall is determined to fulfill a promise he made to his
deceased father to keep his family together. To do so, he must travel
to Canada to find his younger siblings, who were sent there as indentured
workers while Quinn was away at war. He is also solicited by his employer
to look for the man’s niece who ran off with a Canadian soldier. If Quinn
can bring Julia back, he will receive his own tenant farm, enabling him to
provide a home for his ailing mother and siblings.
Julia Holloway’s decision to come to Toronto has been met with disaster. When her uncle’s employee rescues her from a bad situation, she fears
she can never repay Quinn’s kindness. So when he asks her to help find his
sister, she agrees. Soon after, however, Julia receives some devastating
news that changes everything.
Torn between reuniting his family and protecting Julia, will Quinn have
to sacrifice his chance at happiness to finally keep his promise?

The Brightest of Dreams
Canadian Crossings #3 of 3

Susan Anne Mason

9 780764 219856

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 4
$15.99
978-0-7642-1985-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Historical / 20th Century
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Susan Anne Mason’s historical novel Irish Meadows won
the Fiction from the Heartland
contest from the Mid-American
Romance Authors chapter of
RWA as well as the Christian
Retailing’s Best Award for Debut Novel. A member of ACFW,
Susan lives outside of Toronto,
Ontario, with her husband and
two children. She can be found online at
www.susanannemason.net.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Canadian Crossings
1 The Best of Intentions
978-0-7642-1983-2
2 The Highest of Hopes
978-0-7642-1984-9

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MARCH

Hedlund’s Latest Offers a Powerful
Romance in the Pacific Northwest
yy “This sweet, faith-filled novel beautifully considers the
core of what it means to be a family.”—Publishers
Weekly on Searching for You
yy Having fled a dangerous engagement in London,
Arabella can’t risk pairing herself with the wrong
man again
yy Hedlund’s historical romances have won both the
Carol Award and the Christy Award

W

ealthy Arabella Lawrence flees to British Columbia on a bride ship
still wearing the scars of past mistakes. One of the few single
women in the boomtown, she immediately has suitors, but she is
determined not to find herself trapped again by a poor choice.
Vying for her hand are two very different men. Lieutenant Richard Drummond is a gentleman in the Navy and is held in high esteem. Peter Kelly
is the town’s baker and has worked hard to build a thriving business. He
and Drummond not only compete for Arabella’s affections, but clash over
their views of how the natives should be treated in the midst of a smallpox
outbreak.
As Arabella begins to overcome her fears, she discovers someone in
dire need—a starving girl abandoned by her tribe. Intent on helping the
girl, Arabella leans on Peter’s advice and guidance. Will she have the
wisdom to make the right decision or will seeking what’s right cost both
her and Peter everything?

The Runaway Bride
The Bride Ships #2 of 3

Jody Hedlund

9 780764 232961

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-3296-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jody Hedlund is the
bestselling author of over
20 historical novels for both
adults and teens and is the
winner of numerous awards
including the Christy, Carol, and
Christian Book Award. She lives
in central Michigan with her
husband, five busy teens, and
five spoiled cats. Visit her at
www.jodyhedlund.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Bride Ships
1 A Reluctant Bride
978-0-7642-3295-4

© Sarah Davis Photography

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MARCH

More Trouble on Hope Mountain from
Bestselling Author Mary Connealy
yy Connealy’s brand of cowboys, romance, history, and
humor has made her a fan favorite
yy “Delightful characters entertain readers page after page
with an adventurous and often perilous plot.”—RT Book
Reviews (Top Pick) on The Accidental Guardian
yy Connealy has now sold more than 500,000 books in
her career

A

fter years of isolation on top of Hope Mountain, Ilsa Nordegren may
finally be ready to leave. Raised to fear the world, Ilsa and her sisters
never planned on coming down, but when the Warden family arrived in
need, they had to help. And it may cost them everything.
Having made his fortune, Mitch Warden returned home and found the
family homestead abandoned. In a land grab, a ruthless cattle baron had
forced his family to escape up the mountain, and when he follows, the last
thing he expects is to fall smitten to a black-haired woman who dresses
like Robin Hood.
Warden is intent on helping his family reclaim their land, but doesn’t
realize the risks his past has brought. Dangerous men have tracked him,
and rather than risk innocent lives, he’s determined to end the danger. But
that means a journey to the city—and when Ilsa insists on joining him,
the mismatched pair suddenly find themselves on a venture they’ll
never forget.

Woman of Sunlight
Brides of Hope Mountain #2 of 3

Mary Connealy

9 780764 232596

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 3
$14.99
978-0-7642-3259-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Western
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mary Connealy writes
“romantic comedies with cowboys” and is celebrated for her
fun, zany, action-packed style.
She has sold more than half a
million books. She is the author
of the popular series Wild at
Heart, Kincaid Brides, Trouble in
Texas, Lassoed in Texas, Sophie’s
© Ginger Murray Photography
Daughters, and many other
books. Mary lives on a ranch in eastern Nebraska
with her very own romantic cowboy hero. Learn more
at www.maryconnealy.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Brides of Hope Mountain
1 Aiming for Love
978-0-7642-3258-9

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MARCH

Deeply Satisfying Conclusion to
the Cities of Refuge Series
yy CBA bestselling author with industry acclaim and award
recognition as well as glowing reader reviews
yy Dramatic series end takes readers through the Israelites’
last days under Joshua
yy “A gripping story full of thought-provoking contrasts. . . .
Cossette takes a fresh approach to biblical fiction with
her deeply impassioned characters and electrifying
ardor.”—Booklist on Until the Mountains Fall

S

trong-willed Tirzah wants to join her people in driving the enemy from
the land of Israel and undergoes training for a secret mission inside
the stronghold of Shechem. But soon after she has infiltrated the ruthless
Aramean commander’s kitchen, she makes a reckless decision that puts her
and her allies in grave danger.
Fresh off the battlefield, Liyam returns home to discover his beloved
daughter is dead. After his vow to hunt down her killer leads to months of
fruitless pursuit, his last hope is in a family connection that comes with
strings attached. Strings that force him to pose as a mercenary and rescue
an infuriating woman who refuses to leave her mission uncompleted.
When an opportunity to pave a path to a Hebrew victory arises, can
Tirzah convince Liyam to fight alongside her in the refuge city of her birth?
Or will Liyam’s thirst for vengeance outweigh his duty to his people, his
God, and the woman he’s come to love?

Like Flames in the Night
Cities of Refuge #4 of 4

Connilyn Cossette

9 780764 234330

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-3433-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Historical / Ancient World
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Connilyn Cossette is the CBA
bestselling author of the Cities
of Refuge and Out From Egypt series. Her debut novel, Counted
with the Stars, was a finalist for
the Christy Award, the INSPY
Award, and the Christian Retailing’s Best Award. She lives
near Charlotte, North Carolina,
© Ami Trull Photography
with her husband of 20 years
and a son and a daughter who fill her days with
joy, inspiration, and laughter. Connect with her at
www.connilyncossette.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Cities of Refuge
1 A Light on the Hill
978-0-7642-1986-3
2 Shelter of the Most High
978-0-7642-1987-0
3 Until the Mountains Fall
978-0-7642-1988-7

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MARCH

PRAISE FOR
TRACIE PETERSON
“Mystery and suspense saturate
the pages of this historical romance.
Readers will relate to the authentic
characters as themes of faith are
woven throughout their story.”
—RT Books Reviews on In Places
Hidden
“Peterson launches the first
volume in a new historical series that
offers both an action-packed romantic
adventure and a spiritual journey as
the protagonists seek answers to their
questions. Bound to attract fans of the
author’s Heart of the Frontier series and
readers desiring an uplifting, Scripturebased novel.”—Library Journal on In
Places Hidden
“A suspenseful story, balanced by
the levity of supporting characters, this
romantic mystery has an assortment of
surprises in store for the reader.”
—Historical Novels Review on In Places
Hidden
“Tracie Peterson is a strong writer of
historical fiction and writes beautifully
about Christian faith and ideas.”
—Fresh Fiction
“Peterson writes compelling and accurate historical fiction with strong, likable
characters.”—RT Book Reviews
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MARCH

New Series from Tracie Peterson
Returns to Oregon
yy This series is a follow-up to
the bestselling Heart of the
Frontier series and features
a new generation of women
experiencing heartbreak and
romance
yy Tracie’s portrayal of authentic
spiritual struggles in her characters continually touches and
inspires readers
yy Tracie’s books appear frequently
on the ECPA bestseller list

P

ortland, Oregon, 1879. Nancy Pritchard finds herself a widow with a world of problems
when her deceased husband’s schemes start to come to light. As she searches through
the pieces of her loveless marriage, Nancy realizes there is a lot that she didn’t know about
this man.
Seth Carpenter is a childhood friend of Nancy’s who has recently returned to Portland.
He’s delighted to see her again, and as a lawyer, he is able to help her sort through the
legal aspects of her husband’s death. But there’s more to him than meets the eye, and his
job will take him into a darker side of Nancy’s life—a side she didn’t even know existed. As
they search for the truth behind her husband’s death, their attraction to each other creates
complications, and the threat to Nancy increases. Can Seth be honest with her about who
he really is and why he’s come to Portland? And can Nancy bear another betrayal?

Secrets
of
My
Heart
W
B
#1 of 3
illamette

rides

Tracie Peterson

9 780764 232251 9 780764 232268 9 780764 232275

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 3
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-3225-1
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$22.99
978-0-7642-3226-8
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 20

large print
$19.99
978-0-7642-3227-5
5½ x 8½
432 pages
Case Quantity: 24
Category: FICTION /
Christian / Romance /
Historical
FICTION / Christian /
Historical
FICTION / Romance /
Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tracie Peterson is the bestselling, award-winning author
of more than 100 novels.
Tracie also teaches writing
workshops at a variety of
conferences on subjects such
as inspirational romance and
historical research. She and
her family live near Missoula,
Montana. Learn more at
www.traciepeterson.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Brookstone Brides
1 When You Are Near
978-0-7642-1902-3
2 Wherever You Go
978-0-7642-1903-0
3 What Comes My Way
978-0-7642-1904-7

© Lissa Barber Photography

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-3656-3
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MARCH

Dramatic Finale to Bergren’s
Colonial-Era Series
yy “The meticulously realized island setting is . . . a gem
that Bergren polishes to a shine.”—Historical Novels
Review on Keturah
yy Caribbean setting in the midst of the Revolutionary War
provides a fascinating, high-stakes backdrop
yy Readers will enjoy the continuing story of the Banning
sisters and seeing the youngest find her match

S

elah Banning has come of age on the West Indies island of Nevis,
shaped by experiences far beyond the typical upbringing of a young
British lady in 1777. She never anticipated that the most tumultuous time
of her life might await her in the year ahead. . . .
Jedediah Reed, a young Methodist preacher with a call to serve the
slaves of Nevis, has settled at Selah’s family’s plantation, the Double T.
As Selah’s heart is drawn to the same people, their shared purpose brings
them together—despite her guardians’ concern with a romance that
promises little security for the future.
As Jedediah’s faith and Selah’s abolitionist leanings lead to changes
on the plantation, the Revolutionary War continues to build in the States.
With the threat of starvation and the conflict with island mogul Angus
Shubert growing ever stronger, the future of the Double T and its people
hangs in the balance.

Selah

The Sugar Baron’s Daughters #3 of 3

Lisa T. Bergren

9 780764 230264

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 3
$14.99
978-0-7642-3026-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lisa T. Bergren has published
more than 50 books with
combined sales exceeding 3
million copies. She’s the author
of Christy Award–winning
Waterfall, RITA finalist
Firestorm, bestselling God Gave
Us You, and several historical
series such as The Homeward
Trilogy and The Grand Tour Series. She’s also a recipient of the RT Lifetime Achievement Award. Lisa lives in Colorado Springs, Colorado,
with her husband and three teen-and-older children.
To learn more, visit www.lisatawnbergren.com.
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Award-Winning and Bestselling Author
Takes Heartfelt Romance to a New Level
yy Deese’s books have won her recognition and fans with
each release and will appeal to readers of Denise
Hunter, Susan May Warren, and Becky Wade
yy Deese’s hopeful storytelling and relatable voice attract
romance and women’s fiction readers of all ages
yy “Ache-worthy depth and subtle touches of humor. . . .
Fans of small-town romance will find these pages flying
through their fingers. Highly recommended!”—USA
Today’s Happy Ever After on A Season to Love

L

auren Bailey may be a romantic at heart, but after a decade of matchmaking schemes gone wrong, there’s only one match she’s committed
to now—the one that will make her a mother. Lauren is a dedicated first
grade teacher in Idaho, and her love for children has led her to the path of
international adoption. To satisfy her adoption agency’s requirements, she
gladly agreed to remain single for the foreseeable future; however, just as
her long wait comes to an end, Lauren is blindsided by a complication she
never saw coming: Joshua Avery.
Joshua may be a substitute teacher by day, but Lauren finds his passion
for creating educational technology as fascinating as his antics in the
classroom. Though she does her best to downplay the undeniable connection
between them, his relentless pursuit of her heart puts her commitment to
stay unattached to the test and causes her once-firm conviction to waver.
With an impossible decision looming, Lauren might very well find herself
choosing between the two deepest desires of her heart . . . even if saying yes
to one means letting go of the other.

Before I Called You Mine
Nicole Deese
9 780764 234958

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 31
$14.99
978-0-7642-3495-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Christian / Contemporary
FICTION / Romance / Clean & Wholesome
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-3659-4

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Nicole Deese’s eight humorous, heartfelt, and hope-filled
novels include the 2017 Carol
Award–winning A Season to
Love. Her 2018 release, A New
Shade of Summer, was a finalist in the RITA Awards, Carol
Awards, and INSPY Awards.
Both of these books are from
© Rayla Kay Photography
her bestselling Love in Lenox
series. When she’s not working on her next contemporary romance, she can usually be found reading one
by a window overlooking the inspiring beauty of the
Pacific Northwest. She lives in small-town Idaho with
her happily-ever-after hubby, two rambunctious sons,
and princess daughter with the heart of a warrior. To
learn more, visit www.nicoledeese.com.
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Action-Packed, Pulse-Pounding
Sequel from Ronie Kendig
yy Kendig’s loyal fans are avid readers and passionate
about her characters and stories
yy Her previous series won two RT Reviewers’ Choice
Awards for Inspirational Suspense
yy “Kendig’s action-packed military thriller has overtones
of Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code crossed with Robin
Cook’s Contagion.”—Library Journal on Conspiracy of
Silence

L

eif Metcalfe and his team, dubbed Reaper, need to recover the stolen,
ancient Book of the Wars if they hope to stop the Armageddon Coalition
and their pursuit of global economic control. But their attention has been
diverted by a prophecy in the book that foretells of formidable guardians
who will decimate the enemies of ArC. While Iskra Todorova uses her connections in the covert underworld to hunt down the Book of the Wars, Leif
and Reaper attempt to neutralize these agents but quickly find themselves
outmaneuvered and outgunned.
The more Reaper tries to stop the guardians, the more failure becomes
a familiar, antagonistic foe. Friendships are fractured, and the team battles
to hold it together long enough to defeat ArC. But as this millennia-old
conspiracy creeps closer and closer to home, the implications could tear
Leif and the team apart.

Kings Falling

The Book of the Wars #2 of 3

Ronie Kendig

9 780764 231889

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 31
$15.99
978-0-7642-3188-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
400 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Thrillers / Suspense
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ronie Kendig is the bestselling, award-winning author of
over 20 novels. She grew up an
army brat, and now she and her
hunky hero are adventuring on
the East Coast outside of New
York City with their grown children, a retired military working
dog, VVolt N629, and Benning
the Stealth Golden. Ronie’s
degree in psychology has helped her pen novels
with intense, raw characters. Visit Ronie online at
www.roniekendig.com.
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Suspenseful and Surprising Conclusion
to Mehl’s Profiler Series
yy “Fans of romantic mysteries will want to see more of the
gutsy Kaely.”—Publishers Weekly on Mind Games
yy Readers anticipate Mehl’s next tale of an unorthodox
FBI profiler and her most intense case yet
yy “Full of heart-pounding plot twists, sizzling attraction,
and deep insight into the mind.”—Hope by the Book on
Mind Games

W

hen a body is discovered in a field in Iowa, the police uncover
fourteen additional corpses ranging from 20 years old to recent.
The remains point to a serial killer with an MO the authorities have seen
before—Ed Oliphant, a man who has been in prison for over 20 years . . .
and is Special Agent Kaely Quinn’s father. After several failed interview
attempts to discover if Ed has been training someone to be a copycat killer,
the police turn to Kaely in St. Louis.
Kaely promised herself she would never step foot in her hometown or
set eyes on her father again. She’s always refused to confront her past, but
if she wants to prevent any more deaths, she must come face-to-face with
the man she’s hated for years.
As more bodies are discovered, Kaely races against time and her own
personal turmoil to uncover the killer. Will this most personal case yet cost
Kaely her identity and perhaps even her life?

Dead End

Kaely Quinn Profiler #3 of 3

Nancy Mehl

9 780764 231865

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 31
$15.99
978-0-7642-3186-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Christian / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Nancy Mehl is the author of
more than 25 books. She received the ACFW Mystery Book
of the Year Award in 2009.
Nancy writes from her home
near St. Louis, Missouri, where
she lives with her husband,
Norman, and their puggle,
Watson. To learn more, visit
www.nancymehl.com.
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PRAISE FOR
LAURAINE SNELLING
“Snelling examines many aspects
of family life . . . as she captures
the fine details of life on a farm as
well as the plight of the immigrant in
1909.”—Booklist starred review for
The Promise of Dawn
“Snelling’s tales of Norwegian
immigrants are cherished by her
readers. This story links Signe’s family
to favorite characters who settled
in Blessing, North Dakota. Fans will
welcome this first in a new series
and the spiritual encouragement to
trust God.”—Christian Market on
The Promise of Dawn
“With themes that have contemporary resonance, Snelling’s powerful
historical drama will appeal to inspirational readers of all types.”
—Publishers Weekly on A Season
of Grace
“Snelling is a talented author who
listens to her fans and gives them what
they want.”—RT Book Reviews on
A Harvest of Hope
“Snelling writes with her trademark
richness, and her upright characters,
intriguing stories, and vivid settings
create a blissfully immersive reading experience. . . . This symphony of immigrant
farm-town life in the upper Midwest is so
masterfully directed by Snelling, readers
will be eager for the next novel about the
good people of Blessing.”—Booklist on
To Everything a Season
“A gifted storyteller, Snelling writes a
heartwarming historical with strong and
well-developed characters who struggle
with tough decisions and relatable trials
that at times test their faith. The pacing
flows so naturally here that readers will
find it easy to get immersed once more in
the lives of the characters of Blessing.”
—RT Book Reviews on From This Day
Forward
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The Long-Awaited Finale
to a Beloved Series
yy Lauraine Snelling is one
of Christian fiction’s most
beloved storytellers
yy Author’s books appear
frequently on bestseller lists
yy Nearly 2 million copies sold
of Snelling’s Blessing books

T

hough she has known hardships in her life, Ingeborg Bjorklund chooses to focus on all
she has been given. Blessed with children and grandchildren, she enjoys the friendship
and support of the entire Blessing, North Dakota, community. And after several years of
widowhood, she has reached a place of contentment with her life.
Meanwhile, her stepson Thorliff is raising two children alone since his beloved Elizabeth
died. But there is a new schoolteacher in town, Louisa Gutenburg, and Thorliff doesn’t
seem to be himself whenever she’s around. It isn’t just his obvious fascination with Louisa,
but the fact that he seems completely oblivious to it that makes Ingeborg smile. How long
before Thorliff realizes what everyone else can see a mile away?
But not everything is comfortable for Ingeborg. One of her dearest friendships is changing—and she will have to decide if her settled, predictable life is worth more to her than a
future she hardly dares to imagine.

A Blessing to Cherish
Lauraine Snelling

9 780764 232893 9 780764 232909 9 780764 232916

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 31
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-3289-3
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$22.99
978-0-7642-3290-9
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 20

large print
$19.99
978-0-7642-3291-6
5½ x 8½
496 pages
Case Quantity: 24
Category: FICTION /
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Historical /
General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lauraine Snelling is the
award-winning author of more
than 70 books, fiction and
nonfiction, for adults and young
adults. Her books have sold
more than 5 million copies.
Besides writing books and
articles, she teaches at writers’
conferences across the country.
© Ginger Murray Photography
She and her husband make
their home in Tehachapi, California. Learn more at
www.laurainesnelling.com.
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Bestselling Author Launches a Gripping
New Testament Series
yy “Hunt’s compelling chronicle . . . spotlights the role
faith played in female empowerment.”—Booklist on
Jerusalem’s Queen
yy With more than 5 million copies of her books sold, Hunt
is a top name in biblical fiction
yy Hunts offers a rich, detailed, and faith-filled look at the
years of Jesus’s ministry and those that followed

T

homas and Tasmin, twin siblings hired to oversee a wedding feast
in Cana, worry when the host runs out of wine . . . until a guest tells
Tasmin to have the servants fill the pitchers by the gate with water from
the cistern. Reluctantly, she obeys and is amazed when rainwater turns
into the finest wine ever tasted in Cana.
When Thomas impulsively decides to follow the teacher from Nazareth,
he and Tasmin argue—since the twins have been together since the
womb, Tasmin can’t accept losing her brother to some magician-prophet.
Aided by Jude, younger brother to Jesus of Nazareth, she decides to follow
the Nazarene’s group and do whatever she must to mend the fractured
relationship and bring her brother home.

Daughter of Cana
Jerusalem Road #1 of 4

Angela Hunt

9 780764 233845

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 31
$15.99
978-0-7642-3384-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Biblical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / Ancient World
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
The author of more than 100
published books and with
nearly 5 million copies of her
books sold worldwide, Angela
Hunt is the New York Times
bestselling author of The Note,
The Nativity Story, and Esther:
Royal Beauty. Romantic Times
Book Club presented Angela
with a Lifetime Achievement
Award in 2006. In 2008, Angela completed her PhD in
biblical studies in theology. She and her husband live
in Florida with their mastiffs. She can be found online
at www.angelahuntbooks.com.
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